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IFM INCREASES MUNICIPAL WATER PRESSURE
WITH A CONTAINERIZED BOOSTER PUMP
A City in the Dayton area contacted IFM concerning water pressure issues within their
distribution lines. A factory on the City’s waterline was not receiving enough water
pressure to support the facility’s fire suppression pumps.

DESIGN SOLUTION > IFM suggested building a temporary booster pump station
connected to the line to increase the pressure and flow to the factory.
∙Due
∙
to the critical need for better flow, the
IFM team sprang into action designing a
containerized pump station.
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∙The
∙
3,000 lb. skid-mounted booster pump
was designed and custom-built at the IFM
McClure location.

∙To
∙ transport, the booster pump was
encapsulated in an insulated shipping
container, crane-set on a flatbed semi, then
reset on location.

∙Due
∙
to the limited time frame, IFM
technicians were on-site during the delivery
to immediately tie into the waterlines
provided by the City.

∙The
∙
two new 12” ductile iron waterlines were passed through the base of the container
and tied into the booster pump. City operators had easy access to the pump while in
operation.
∙Since
∙
the water lines were
above ground, the control
panel, transformer, lighting
and tempered heat were
also part of the mobile
pump station.

∙Once
∙
power was provided,
IFM technicians returned to
site for startup and training
on the unit.
∙The
∙
booster pump
performed to full capacity
and was a huge success
due to the skills and efforts
of the IFM team.
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CELEBRATING WEAR RED DAY!
February is Heart Disease Awareness
month. “Wear Red Day” (the first Friday in
February) was created to bring national
attention to the fact that heart disease is
the #1 killer of women.

WHY GO RED?
One woman every 80 seconds is killed due
to cardiovascular disease. It is estimated
that 80% of these deaths can be prevented
by educational and lifestyle changes. Wear
Red Day advocates for both research and a faster action for women’s heart health. By wearing red, IFM helps to
support educational programs that are targeting women’s awareness and critical research on cardiovascular health.

IFM DESIGNED AND INSTALLED A NEW WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
FOR SULFUR REMOVAL
IFM was contacted by a long-standing municipal client to aid with high
sulfur content at two facilities The sulfur content in the wells at the two
facilities was high enough to cause drastic fluctuation in chlorine
residuals. This resulted in regular exceedance of the OEPA chlorine
residual regulations.

DESIGN SOLUTION > IFM designed a system to chemically oxidize
the sulfur from the water prior to chlorination, thus using the chlorine
only for disinfection. This resulted in consistent chlorine residuals,
meeting OEPA regulations.
∙To
∙ incorporate all the equipment
necessary for the new water
systems, a dedicated water
building was built at each facility.

∙In
∙ preparation for the new
buildings, IFM technicians were
on site during tree removal,
hydro-excavation and installation
of the underground utilities.
∙Upon
∙
completion of the site
work, IFM constructed the two
10’ x 14’ x 8’ buildings, including
insulation, heat, ventilation and
electrical panels.
∙Both
∙
buildings were inspected
prior to the installation of the
treatment system.

∙The
∙
new water treatment system
consisted of new well pumps
and raw waterline meters for
each facility.

∙The
∙
well water is fed into the
building to pressure tanks where
Hydrogen Peroxide oxidizes the
sulfur allowing the sulfide ions to
precipitate out of the water.
∙Hydrogen
∙
Peroxide is a much
better oxidizer than chlorine or
potassium permanganate.

∙The
∙
detention tanks then feed
Granular Activated Carbon (GAC)
filtration units to remove the
precipitate and excess Hydrogen
Peroxide that is not consumed in
the oxidation process.
∙This
∙
is a critical step in the
disinfecting process because
Hydrogen Peroxide reacts with
the Sodium Hypochlorite (liquid
chlorine).
∙The
∙
treated water then flows
to the clear well (holding tank)
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where it is available for the
facilities use.

∙IFM
∙
Operators visit these sites
365 days a year to observe plant
operations and record EPA
required chlorine residuals.
∙In
∙ addition to daily checks,
operators check well water
sulfide and Hydrogen Peroxide
levels before and after the GAC
filters, then again before flowing
into the clear well.
∙This
∙
ensures proper sulfur
removal and disinfection is
occurring throughout this
facilities.

∙IFM
∙
designed this system entirely
in house, receiving treatment
plan approval from OEPA and
building approval from Ohio
Department of Commerce.
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EMPLOYEE CORNER
M e e t Te a m I F M’s

TOMMY ROTH
Mr. Thomas Roth is a Senior Lead Technician
for IFM and has been with the company
since May 3rd of 2000. He is a valuable
employee, for his leadership in operations and
responsible for municipal and industrial water
and wastewater treatment systems. Tommy is
highly knowledgeable in the field of water and
wastewater treatment and has grown to be a
versatile operator and mentor. His skills allow
him to quickly identify treatment problems,
their causes, and remedy often in one visit.

Hire Date:
May 3, 2000
Expert In:
Water & Wastewater Treatment
Systems and Service
Certifications:
Class I Ohio EPA Wastewater
Works Operator

Certified Class A Ohio EPA Water
Supply Operator

Tommy’s Favs:
Married with a son Bode 2 1/2 yrs
old, Hunting, his 3 Dogs & 2 Cats

THE IFM BABIES ARE GROWING UP!
Easton Scott
Puckett is a
happy boy who
loves waving
“Hi” and
blowing kisses
to everyone

August Olie
Gordon won
a Halloween
costume
contest dressed
as Hulk Hogan

Declan Michael
Koontz loves
puppy dogs,
books and
eating anything
& everything
except fruit

IFM Welcomes New Team Members
Nate Leritz > is an
operator/technician in
our Hillard office. He has
6 years of experience
in the US Army Reserve
as a Water Treatment
Specialist. Nate has a
cat and enjoys playing,
writing, recording and
producing music, along
with reading.

Brittany Thome > is our
laboratory supervisor
with a biology graduate
from the University
of Cincinnati. Brittany
served in the Army
Reserve including a tour
of duty in the Middle
East. In her spare time
she enjoys her 8 pets
and reading.

John Broer > is a
chemical engineer at
IFM and a graduate of
Miami University. John
took part in an internship
with IFM running pilots
and helping with project
design. John likes to
spend time fly fishing,
hunting, and with his
dog, Gracie.
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HOME
SWEET
HOME
NEW HOMEOWNERS
Tori Plummer
Troy Houser
Brittany Thome
Billy Pelland
Logan Wick
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IFM DESIGNS A TRIAL UF/ RO SYSTEM TO TREAT HIGH AMMONIA
MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER

A long-term client had a facility with compliance issues. They were particularly struggling with high ammonia
levels due to urea in the stream. The facility’s waste stream is primarily composed of storm water runoff from the
parking lot area and flows to an Environmental Control Pond (ECP). When the ECP was designed and installed it
was not intended to treat ammonia.

DESIGN SOLUTION > IFM took laboratory and flow data from the waste stream to
design a temporary, trailer mounted pilot treatment system to remove ammonia.
∙A
∙ small Ultrafiltration (UF) /
Reverse Osmosis (RO) system
was put on site, and IFM
personnel tested equipment,
the process and the process
efficiency for
45 days to ensure that the
treatment would meet NPDES
permit limits.

∙The
∙
pilot system pumped water
out of the ECP and was treated
with the membrane UF system.
∙Permeate
∙
water (clean water)
from the UF system was then
treated by the RO system.

∙The
∙
concentrated contaminants
from the RO unit were then fed
back through the process for
further treatment.

∙Operators
∙
collected and had
analyzed the permeate water
samples with impressive results
for the removal of CBOD, TSS,
pH, Oil & Grease, Ammonia and
Chemical Oxygen Demand.

∙All
∙ results were found to be in
compliance with the NPDES
permits and enabled the
permeate water to be discharged
into the waters of the State.
∙During
∙
the 45-day pilot, IFM
processed more than 31,000

gallons of water which was
pumped back into the ECP.

∙Our
∙
client was delighted
with the success of the
pilot membrane treatment
system. The result exceeded
expectations, bringing
ammonia levels that were as
high as 45 mg/L. to less than
2.0mg/L.

CBOD

TSS

98.2

93.6

C O N T AM INAN T R E M O V A L
NH3

COD

O&G

TKN

Phos

TOC

97.9

97.7

62.8

98.1

95.6

97.9

During the 45-day period,
the temporary system was
subject to heavy rain, warm
temperatures, low flow,
and high concentrations
of ammonia. This is an
accurate representation of
environmental changes that
would occur throughout the
year. IFM is now determining
the sustainability of this type
of permeant treatment
system at this facility.
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IFM Annual Meeting
The IFM Annual Company Meeting was held on
January 23rd in Bowling Green, Ohio. Employees
from the McClure, Hilliard, and Atlantic, IA office
came together for the meeting. As dinner was
served, IFM employees conversed and reflected
on the growth and accomplishments the
company achieved in the previous year.
Jack Jones, Chairman of PDG, IFM President,
Rick Bennett, and Director, Neil Pry, spoke to
the assembled employees. Rick spoke of the
excitement that came with the core of industrial
projects the company had an opportunity to
work on. He also stated his appreciation for the
operations division and the vast diversity of the
company. Neil spoke of his experience at IFM
and tremendous amount of growth he has seen
since joining the company in 1999.

EMPLOYEE YEARS OF SERVICE RECOGNITION
1 YEAR: Chris Alfreno, Byron Bowersox, John Broer,
Tonya Harding, Gregg Heinrichs, Kylie Lake, Nathan Leritz,
Aaron Lucius, Megan Shaw, Brittany Thome, Elizabeth Buening
and Kris Shoup
5 YEARS: Jammie Flores and Gail Amos
10 YEARS: Dalton Gordon
15 Year: Michelle McKeen

IFM LAB RECEIVES WATER AND WASTEWATER ANALYSIS
RECERTIFICATION
QUICK TURN-A ROUND TIMES

•

SAMPLING SERVICES

•

SAMPLE PICK-UP

•

PRICE QUOTES

IFM is pleased to announce that our Drinking Water
Laboratory has been re-certified for total Coliform testing.
Our accredited Wastewater Laboratory has also passed
the following blind studies, verifying that the information
reported to the OEPA is accurate and representative.
WASTEWATER BLIND STUDIES
∙E.coli
∙

∙TDS
∙

∙Total
∙
Phosphorus

∙pH
∙

∙COD
∙

∙Orthophosphate
∙

∙Ammonia
∙

∙TSS
∙

∙CBOD
∙
∙BOD
∙

Both labs have recently passed the annual NSI Laboratory
Proficiency Testing Program that is required by the Ohio EPA
to remain in service. We are continually working to update
and expand our laboratory services.
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Announcing Our New Analysts
Brittany Thome – Water and Wastewater Analyst
Tori Plummer – Water and Wastewater Analyst
Megan Shaw – Wastewater Analyst
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